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The role of speaker knowledge in children’s pragmatic inferences

During communication, conversational partners should offer as much information as is required and relevant. For instance, the statement ‘Some Xs Y’ is infelicitous if one knows that all Xs Y. Do children understand the link between speaker knowledge and utterance strength? In Experiment 1, 5-year-olds ($N=32$) but not 4-year-olds ($N=32$) reliably connected statements of different logical strength (e.g., ‘She colored all/some of the star’) to observers who were fully or partially informed. Four-year-olds’ performance improved when observer knowledge could be assessed more easily (Experiment 2a, $N=25$) but remained the same in a non-linguistic version of Experiment 1 that preserved the epistemic requirements of the original study (Experiment 2b, $N=26$). These findings have implications for the development of early communicative abilities.
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A foundational principle of human communication is that speakers should offer as much information as is required and relevant during conversation (Grice, 1989). When a speaker fails to be as informative as is needed, the hearer is generally justified in assuming that this is because of lack of knowledge on the speaker’s part. Consider a statement such as *Some dinosaurs had long tails*. Assuming that the speaker could have used a stronger, more informative term (*all*), and since it would have been relevant to use *all* if it were true, the hearer is entitled to infer that the speaker is not in a position to offer a statement containing *all* - either because he/she does not know for a fact that such a statement is true, or (if the speaker is assumed to have relevant knowledge about dinosaurs) because he/she knows that it is *not* true (Horn, 1972, 1989; van Rooij & Schulz, 2004; Sauerland, 2004; Spector, 2006; Geurts, 2010; Franke, 2011). The inference from the use of a logically weaker term to the conclusion that the speaker is epistemically uncommitted to/rejects a stronger term is known as a *scalar implicature* (for discussion and different perspectives, see Horn, 1972; Gazdar, 1979; Sperber & Wilson, 1986; Grice, 1989; Carston, 1998; Levinson, 2000; Chierchia, 2004; van Rooij & Schulz, 2004; Sauerland, 2004, 2012; Noveck & Sperber, 2007; Fox & Spector, in press).

Scalar implicatures take their name from the fact that quantifiers (*some, all*) and other logical terms fall on a scale defined in terms of logical entailment (Horn, 1972). For instance, in the quantifier scale <*all, most, ... some*>: *All Xs Y* entails *Some Xs Y* (but not vice versa), so the former statement is logically stronger/more informative than the latter. The notion of strength has also been applied to context-based scales that are based simply on part-whole or temporal relations (Hirschberg, 1985): in this sense, *X and Y are married* is stronger/more informative than *X and Y are engaged*. In both logical and ad
hoc/contextual scales, the weak scalar item is semantically compatible with the strong scalar item but can be used to communicate that (for all the speaker knows) the stronger item is excluded.

There is evidence that adults’ expectation that the speaker should be informative (to the degree required by relevance) leads them to regularly compute scalar implicatures when this pragmatic expectation appears to be violated in conversation (Bott & Noveck, 2004; Breheny, Katsos & Williams, 2006; Grodner, Klein, Carbary & Tanenhaus, 2010; cf. Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015). Young children, however, seem to have difficulties with these subtle aspects of communicated meaning. Noveck (2001) found that 7-9-year-old children are more likely than adults to accept underinformative statements such as “Some birds have wings,” presumably because they fail to generate the implicature that (the speaker knows that) not all birds have wings (cf. also Smith, 1980; Braine & Rumain, 1981). A related set of studies discovered that, in scenarios which made a statement containing a strong logical term true (e.g., “Every boy chose a skate-board and a bike”), five-year-old children - unlike adults – failed to reject a statement containing a weaker term (e.g., “Every boy chose a skate-board or a bike”; Chierchia et al., 2001; Gualmini et al., 2001). More recently, studies monitoring listeners’ eye movements have shown that young children, unlike adults, fail to exclude all-scenes from consideration when they hear utterances with the quantifier some (Huang & Snedeker, 2009).

Other work has suggested that children’s pragmatic performance improves under certain conditions. Papafragou and Musolino (2003, Exp.2) found that children are more likely to disagree with a logically true but underinformative statement if task demands clearly set up the expectation of a stronger statement (cf. also Guasti, Chierchia, Crain,
Moreover, children are more likely to infer that weak statements exclude a stronger alternative in tasks that do not involve explicit, binary acceptability judgments, or in tasks that make scalar alternatives more easily accessible (Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004; Papafragou, 2006; Pouscoulous, Noveck, Politzer & Bastide, 2007; Katsos & Bishop, 2011; Barner, Brooks & Bale, 2011; Stiller, Goodman & Frank, 2015; Papafragou & Skordos, 2016). Furthermore, five-year-olds seem to distinguish between natural language expressions in terms of their informational strength: when given a choice between a weak (e.g., or) and a strong (e.g., and) logical term to describe the outcome of a story, children prefer the strong, more informative one when they know it to be true (Chierchia et al., 2001; cf. also Katsos & Bishop, 2011; Ozturk & Papafragou, 2015).

An issue that has not been explored systematically is whether children understand the link between the strength of an utterance and the speaker’s state of knowledge – specifically, the link between more vs. less informative statements and more vs. less knowledgeable speakers. In several prior studies, children’s sensitivity to pragmatic principles was measured by the ability to reject underinformative utterances offered by a (presumably fully knowledgeable) experimenter (Noveck, 2001; Guasti et al., 2005) or by a speaker known to be incompetent (e.g., a ‘silly puppet’; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; Katsos & Bishop, 2011). For instance, in one study (Papafragou & Musolino, 2003, Exp.1), children were presented with an acted-out story in which all three horses in the scene jumped over a fence and then heard a silly puppet say: “I know what happened! Some of the horses jumped over the fence”. The idea was that children should be able to recognize that use of a weak utterance is inappropriate if the speaker knows that a
stronger statement is true, since the weak statement falsely implies lack of more definitive speaker knowledge; nevertheless, children rarely rejected the puppet’s underinformative statements. However, it is possible that children would be more successful in inferring lack of speaker knowledge from an underinformative statement in situations where the statement were genuinely used to convey this inference (i.e., in situations in which a puppet using a statement with some truly intended to communicate that all does not hold). After all, in actual conversations, scalar implicatures are part of what the speaker intends to communicate with the use of a weak assertion (see Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004).

The issue of whether children consult speaker knowledge when computing scalar inferences has great theoretical interest for accounts of conversational implicature. Under broadly Gricean accounts of scalar implicature of the sort we sketched earlier, the hearer needs to engage in a rich computational process that reasons about the speaker’s perspective and what else the speaker might have said given his/her goals and knowledge state (see, e.g., Horn, 1972; Sperber & Wilson, 1986; Carston, 1998; Sauerland, 2004, 2012; Geurts, 2010). Other types of accounts, however, propose that scalar implicatures are often computed as part of the conventional content of an utterance and might be recoverable on the basis of lexical-grammatical mechanisms alone (e.g., stored lexical scales such as <all, some>) without appeal to speaker knowledge (Chierchia 2004; Levinson, 2000; Chierchia, Fox, & Spector, in press). For adults, experimental evidence argues against such lean accounts of implicature-computation and in favor of rich, inferential accounts, since speaker perspective seems to affect the earliest stages of
pragmatic processing (Bergen & Grodner, 2012; Breheny, Ferguson & Katsos, 2013). For children, however, this issue remains open.

The question whether children are sensitive to speaker knowledge when computing pragmatic inferences connects to broader debates about whether children engage in rich, Gricean types of pragmatic reasoning during early communication. In the domain of word learning, some authors have claimed that children’s early-emerging ability to make use of lexical contrast/mutual exclusivity in acquiring the meaning of novel words has a characteristically Gricean signature (Clark, 1990; Diesendruck & Markson, 2001), while other authors have challenged this proposal (de Marchena, Eigsti, Worek, Ono, & Snedeker, 2011; Preissler & Carey, 2005; Regier, 2005). Relatedly, there is considerable disagreement about the extent to which children take into account the mental perspective of others in communication: some authors have argued that children have difficulty evaluating and editing communicative content (Glucksberg, Krauss & Higgins, 1975; Conti & Camras, 1984) and others have offered evidence for children’s flexible adjustments to other people’s perspectives in both speech production and comprehension (Shatz & Gelman, 1973; O’Neill, 1996; Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; Matthews, Lieven, Theakston & Tomasello, 2006), with some sensitivity to the mental states of one’s interlocutors present even in infants (Baldwin, 1991; Liszkowski, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2008; Southgate, Chevallier, & Csibra, 2010).

In this paper, we wish to contribute to these debates by examining whether children can use information about a speaker’s knowledge to attribute a weak or strong scalar utterance to that speaker, in accordance with Grice’s principles. Specifically, we ask whether 4- and 5-year-old children can link speakers with differential access to
knowledge (full/updated vs. partial/outdated) to statements with different levels of informational strength (strong vs. weak). Unlike previous experiments on scalar implicature, weak scalar statements in our scenarios are motivated by lack of speaker knowledge (e.g., speakers use *some* when they are not in a position to assert *all*, thereby conveying a scalar implicature). If our studies provide evidence that children consult the speaker’s epistemic state in interpreting a weak, implicature-carrying scalar statement, they would support a rich, mentalistic model of implicature-computation and argue against the view that children are insensitive to speaker perspective in their communicative interactions.

The choice of age groups was based on the fact that the ability to track an agent’s mental state has been argued to develop between 4 and 5 years of age. Many tests of the ability to correctly report an agent’s false belief (and hence to accurately reason about objects of belief as distinct from reality) have shown that 5-year-olds but only some 4-year-olds understand that people can hold false beliefs if access to updated information is blocked. For instance, in a classic false belief task (Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith, 1985; cf. Wimmer & Perner, 1983), children were shown an act-out story in which a puppet called Sally put her ball in a basket and went out. Another puppet (‘naughty’ Ann) came in and decided to play a trick on Sally, moving her ball from the basket to a box. Sally returned and wanted to play with her ball. Children were asked: “Where will Sally look for her ball?” Typically, 5-year-olds picked the correct answer, indicating the location that Sally would have in mind (i.e., the basket), while 4-year-olds’ performed more variably, sometimes choosing instead the last location of the ball (and 3-year-olds failed completely; for a review of such tasks, see Wellman, Cross & Watson, 2001; but see
Rubio-Fernández & Geurts, 2013, among others). Given this background, it was of particular interest to see whether there would be differences between 4- and 5-year-olds’ ability to consult speaker knowledge in deriving scalar inferences. Existing tasks in which scalar implicatures were not clearly motivated by lack of speaker knowledge (e.g., Noveck, 2001; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; Katsos & Bishop, 2011; Barner et al., 2011) have shown that the ability to derive implicatures is still developing in 5-year-olds.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, children were asked to match scalar statements to speakers who had different levels of information. Children saw two tokens of the same event (e.g., coloring a star) performed by identical-looking agents (‘twins’). For each token of the event, the agent was watched by an observer: in one case, the observer had full access to the whole event but in the other the observer fell asleep halfway through the event. Children were then presented with either a strong or a weak scalar statement and had to match it to the right observer. To perform correctly in this task, children had to take into account what each observer knew about the corresponding token event, since from the children’s own perspective both tokens of the event were identical (e.g., in both, a star was colored). Thus to pass the task children had to engage in genuine mental state tracking (see the false belief paradigms reviewed earlier for a similar logic).

Once the observers’ perspective was adopted, strong statements could be unambiguously matched to the fully informed observer because of the requirement that speakers should not say something they lack adequate evidence for (cf. Grice’s quality
maxim; Grice, 1989). But taking the observers’ stance (and adopting the quality maxim) was not enough for attributing weak statements unequivocally because, from a strictly logical perspective, such statements could belong to either observer. Participants needed to determine on pragmatic grounds that such statements would violate Grice’s quantity maxim by being underinformative if uttered by the fully informed observer but could be used by the partially informed observer to convey lack of knowledge of the complete event (through a scalar implicature).

We included two types of scale: a traditional quantificational scale that was defined through logical entailment (<all, some>; Quantity task) and non-logical, ad hoc scales that relied on some sort of part-whole structure set up by context (Transformation task). Some developmental studies have reported stronger performance with logical compared to ad hoc scales (Barner et al., 2011; Stiller et al., 2011) but other studies have found no difference between scale types (Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004; Katsos & Bishop, 2011), so the issue offers itself for further investigation.

Method

Participants

Thirty-two 4-year-olds (mean age: 4;8, range:4;2 to 4;11, 17 female) and 32 5-year-olds (mean age: 5;5, range: 5;0 to 5;11, 16 female) participated. Children were recruited from Newark (DE) preschools. We also tested a control group of 12 adults (8 female) that were undergraduate students at the University of Delaware attending Introductory
Psychology classes. Adults were 97% correct and their results will not be discussed further.

Materials and Procedure

Participants saw 8 pairs of videos depicting events (see Table 1). The two videos in each pair were displayed sequentially in two windows placed side by side on a computer screen. Before the videos began, participants saw the initial (frozen) scene of each video. Each scene showed two girls and an identical object (e.g., a star). One of the girls was in fact the same in both scenes, differing only in the color of her t-shirt. The experimenter pointed to the two identical girls across the two scenes and said: “These are two twins. One of them always wears a pink shirt, and one of them always wears a blue shirt. We are going to watch some videos about the twins and their friends. In one video, the twin in the pink shirt is going to do something, and her friend is going to watch her. In the other video, the twin in the blue shirt is going to do something, and her friend is going to watch her. Sometimes the friends fall asleep, and sometimes the friends stay awake. At the end of the videos, we are going to ask you what the friends saw. Even if they fell asleep or stayed awake, the friends saw something, and you will have to tell us what they saw.” The experimenter then played the videos.

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
Children saw 4 Quantity and 4 Transformation trials. In a typical Quantity trial, in one of the videos, the twin completed an action partway (e.g., colored half of a star) and paused briefly, at which point the ‘friend’/observer yawned, stretched and fell asleep. The agent went on to complete the action and conceal the result (e.g., colored all of the star and covered the drawing), and then woke the sleeping observer. In the other video, the twin used an identical star and completed the whole action (e.g., colored all of the star, with a short pause mid-way) while the observer stayed awake; at the end, the twin covered the drawing (see Figure 1 for a sample). After each video was done, its final frame remained on the screen. The experimenter next said: “Now one of the friends is going to tell us what she saw. (Turning to the ‘friends’.) What did you see?” Children then heard one of two pre-recorded responses containing either a weak (some) or a strong (all) quantifier in the partitive form (e.g., “The girl colored some/all of the star”) and were asked, “Which friend said that? Point to the friend who said that.” Of interest was whether children would match the weak statement with the character having witnessed the partially complete action, and the strong statement with the character having witnessed the completed action. To help children choose between the two observers, after the second video played and before the test questions were asked, a circle appeared around each of the friends’ faces. Furthermore, to simplify the task of tracking what each observer knew, we used single objects (some/all of the star) as opposed to sets (some/all of the stars) – and the observer always fell asleep halfway through the action.

In the Transformation task, the procedure was the same as in the Quantity task, but the agent drew pictures on a sketchpad rather than act on objects. Both of the ‘friends’/observers initially saw each twin make the same drawing (e.g., a cloud). In one
video, the observer fell asleep after the initial drawing was completed and did not see the
twin add to it to transform it into something else (e.g., an ice cream; see Figure 2). In the
other video, the observer watched the initial drawing turn into something else. Then the
experimenter said: “Now one of the friends is going to tell us what she saw. (Turning to
the ‘friends’.) What did you see?” Children next heard one of two pre-recorded responses
(“The girl drew a cloud/an ice cream”) and were asked, “Which friend said that? Point to
the friend who said that.”

INSERT FIGURES 1 AND 2 HERE

Across participants, order of the Quantity and Transformation tasks was
counterbalanced. Within each task, each participant heard 2 weak and 2 strong statements
(blocked), with block order counterbalanced across participants. Block order for each
participant was consistent across the Quantity and Transformation tasks. The pairing of
each video with a weak/strong statement was reversed for half of the participants. The
same set of ‘twins’ appeared throughout but each video used a different pair of ‘friends’.
If a friend was repeated, she appeared in a video playing on the opposite side from before
and had a different role (knowledgeable vs. ignorant observer). All friends were female
and all pre-recorded statements used different female voices. Friends were always seated
to the left of each twin. The position of the video that contained the sleeping character
(left/right) was counterbalanced. The experimenter recorded whether children chose the
friend in the left or right video on an answer sheet. In the few cases where children failed
to make a clear response, the test question was repeated.
Two pretest trials were shown in the beginning of each session. These trials were meant to alert participants to the importance of tracking not only events in the videos but also observers’ visual access to the events. Additionally, they were meant to counter the possibility that children avoided attributing any knowledge to a partially informed observer. The pretests were identical to the main phase except that the observer who fell asleep saw an event that the always-awake observer did not (and vice versa). For example, in one of the videos of a pretest, one twin waved, and then the observer stretched, yawned and fell asleep; afterwards, the twin went on to draw a picture. In the second video, the other twin drew a picture while the observer watched. At the end of both videos, the twins covered their drawings. Then the experimenter said: “Now one of the friends is going to tell us what she saw. (Turning to the ‘friends.’) What did you see?” Children next heard a statement (“The girl waved/drew a picture”) and had to match it to the right person. The statement “The girl waved” could only be attributed to the observer who fell asleep, and the statement “The girl drew a picture” could only be attributed to the observer who stayed awake. Order of the characters that were the target of each pretest was counterbalanced. Assignment of statement version to videos was also counterbalanced across participants. Feedback was given after each pretest (feedback for the weak trials included the phrase: “She fell asleep, but she knew the answer!”). Less than one-fourth of the children made an error on one of the pretests and had to be corrected.

Two control questions (“Who fell asleep? Who didn’t fall asleep?”) followed presentation of the videos in all test and pretest trials. The character who would fall
asleep always had a pillow that served as a visual reminder to the children. Children always gave correct answers to the control questions.

Results

Results from test trials are presented in Figure 3. Correct responses for the strong trials were defined as selections of the fully informed observer (i.e., the one who had witnessed all of the event in the Quantity task or the complete drawing in the Transformation task); correct responses for the weak trials were defined as selections of the partly-informed observer (i.e., the one who fell asleep and thus witnessed only some of the event in the Quantity task or part of the drawing in the Transformation task). The proportion of children’s correct responses on test trials was submitted to a mixed ANOVA with Trial (Strong, Weak) and Task (Quantity, Transformation) as within-subjects variables and Age (4, 5) as a between-subjects variable. The ANOVA revealed only an effect of Age (F(1, 62) = 5.65, p = .02, with 5-year-olds being overall better than 4-year-olds. Further analyses showed that 5-year-olds performed at levels different from chance in both strong (t(31)=4.45, p = .0001, two-tailed, M = 74.5%) and weak statements (t(31)=2.46, p = .01, two-tailed, M = 63%). Four-year-olds, however, performed at levels different from chance in strong statements (t(31)=2.63, p = .03, two-tailed, M = 63%) but not in weak ones (t(31)=.68, p = .50, two-tailed, M = 53.5%).

INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE
Discussion

Experiment 1 yielded two major findings. First, it demonstrated that 5-year-old children could link the content of an utterance to an observer’s state of mind: children at this age were able to attribute a strong scalar statement to a character who was fully informed and a weak scalar statement to a character with partial knowledge. Even though very error-prone, 5-year-olds’ performance in the present data is much higher than in previous studies that tested understanding of the pragmatics of scalars at this age group (e.g., Barner et al., 2011; Guasti et al., 2005; Noveck, 2011; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; but cf. Katsos & Bishop, 2011; Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004). Importantly, the present study is the first to show that 5-year-olds go beyond computing the relative informativeness of weak and strong statements but to some degree make assumptions about the kinds of speakers for whom these statements would make reasonable (i.e., knowledge-appropriate) conversational contributions. In this sense, 5-year-olds in this study appear sensitive not simply to potential, but to actual scalar implicatures communicated by weak scalar statements.

A second major finding from the present study is that there are developmental differences in the way children link utterance content to a speaker’s epistemic state, with 4-year-olds overall performing worse than 5-year-olds when assessing scalar statements. Furthermore, even though 4-year-olds were able to attribute a strong scalar statement to a character who was fully informed, they could not reliably associate a weak scalar statement with a character with partial knowledge.
What can explain 4-year-olds’ difficulty with attributing scalar statements to speakers? There are at least two possibilities. One possibility is that children’s difficulty stemmed from the demands of reasoning about other people’s mental states, an ability known to develop during the preschool years (Wellman et al., 2001). On this hypothesis, 4-year-olds’ difficulty with both strong and weak scalars might be related to the demands of tracking two observers, one of whom holds a false belief or is at least ignorant of an outcome that the children themselves are privy to. Alternatively, or additionally, younger children’s failure might be related to the ability to access and use members of a linguistic scale which has also been argued to develop with age (see Barner et al., 2011, among others). On this hypothesis, for instance, children’s difficulties with scalar statements in the present task might be related, at least in part, to the difficulty of spontaneously accessing a scalar alternative (e.g., all when some is uttered) and contrasting it with the newly heard scalar term.

The present data cannot adjudicate between these two possibilities. However, there are two straightforward empirical tests that can do so. First, the epistemic (but not the lexical) hypothesis predicts that 4-year-old children should be more likely to succeed in a version of Experiment 1 that does not involve complex mental-state tracking. Second, the lexical (but not the epistemic) hypothesis leaves open the possibility that children might succeed in a non-linguistic version of Experiment 1 that preserves complex mental-state tracking. We tested these two predictions in Experiments 2a and 2b respectively.

Experiment 2a
Experiment 2a used versions of the stimuli from Experiment 1. Children saw two videos in which two identical agents (‘twins’) performed an action while observed by another character (a ‘friend’). Unlike Experiment 1, each agent performed a slightly different action but the actions still formed a set-subset relationship (e.g., one girl colored part of a star and the other girl colored all of the star). Also unlike Experiment 1, each observer watched the corresponding action in its entirety (neither one fell asleep). As a result, each observer ended up with a different (but true) belief about the witnessed event. In the case of the observer who watched part of the star being colored, that observer knew for a fact that not all of the star was colored. Finally, there was no discrepancy between what the child knew and what each of the observers knew about the corresponding event, hence there was no need to track the observers’ mental states separately from the child’s own knowledge.

As in our previous experiment, children had to attribute either a weak or a strong scalar statement of the form “The girl colored some/all of the star” to one of the observers. Of interest was whether children would succeed in these new contexts that did not require complex mental perspective-taking (as predicted by the epistemic hypothesis) or continue to fail (as expected by the position that children’s difficulties are due to immature linguistic-scalar knowledge).

Method

Participants
SPEAKER KNOWLEDGE AND PRAGMATIC INFERENCES

Twenty-five 4-year-old children (mean age: 4;6, range: 4;0-4;11; 12 female) participated. They were recruited from Newark (DE) preschools. None of the children had participated in the earlier experiment.

Materials and Procedure

Materials and method were similar to those in Experiment 1 with the following modifications. In a typical Quantity trial, one video showed one twin color part of a star while a ‘friend’ watched. The other video showed the other twin perform the same action but end up coloring the entire star as a different ‘friend’ watched. At the end of the second video, the experimenter said: “Now one of the friends is going to tell us what happened. (Turning to the ‘friends’.) What did the girl color?” Then children heard a pre-recorded weak or strong statement (“The girl colored some/all of the star”) and were asked, “Who said that? Point to the friend who said that.”

In the Transformation task, the procedure was the same, but the twins drew pictures rather than act on objects. In a typical trial, one video showed one twin draw a cloud as an observer watched. The other video showed the other twin perform the same action but then add to it (e.g., transforming the cloud into an ice cream cone) as a different observer watched. At the end of the second video, the experimenter said: “Now one of the friends is going to tell us what happened. What did the girl draw?” Children heard a pre-recorded statement (“The girl drew a cloud/ice cream cone”) and were asked, “Who said that? Point to the friend who said that.”
Two pretest trials were shown in the beginning to familiarize children with the act of attributing an utterance to the appropriate speaker. In one pretest trial, one video showed a twin drawing a flower while a friend watched. The second video showed the other twin draw a butterfly as a different friend watched. At the end of the second video, the experimenter said: “Now one of the friends is going to tell us what happened. What did the girl draw?” Children then heard two statements (e.g., “The girl drew a flower” and “The girl drew a butterfly”) and had to say after each statement “who said that”. Only 1 child had to be corrected on 1 of the 4 (2 per trial) pretest questions.

Results

Results from test trials are presented in Figure 4. Correct responses for the strong trials were defined as selections of the speaker whose knowledge corresponded to a complete event (i.e., the observer who had witnessed the completed event in the Quantity task or the complete drawing in the Transformation task); correct responses for the weak trials were defined as selections of the speaker whose knowledge corresponded to a narrower state of affairs (i.e., the observer who had witnessed a partly-completed event in the Quantity task or part of the drawing in the Transformation task). The proportion of children’s correct responses on test trials was submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with Trial (Strong, Weak) and Task (Quantity, Transformation) as within-subjects variables. The ANOVA revealed only a marginal effect of Trial (F(1, 24) = 3.42, p = .07): strong trials led to correct performance 84% of the time and weak trials did so 74% of the time. Performance was consistently different from chance levels for both strong
(t(24) = 6.83, p <.0001, two-tailed) and weak statements (t(24) = 3.29, p = .0031, two-tailed). 

**INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE**

**Comparison to Exp.1.** We compared 4-year-old children’s performance in Experiments 1 and 2a through a mixed ANOVA with Trial (Strong, Weak), Task (Quantity, Transformation) and Experiment (1, 2a) as factors. The ANOVA revealed only an effect of Experiment (F(1, 55) = 10.37, p = .002), with performance being much better in Experiment 2a (M = 79%) than in Experiment 1 (M = 58%).

**Discussion**

Experiment 2a tested the extent to which 4-year-old children’s errors in Experiment 1 were due to epistemic factors (e.g., reasoning about others’ mental states) as opposed to purely linguistic factors (e.g., accessing linguistic scalemates). Unlike Experiment 1, in Experiment 2a, statements had to be matched to speakers with full knowledge whose epistemic state was the same as that of the child’s: these speakers had witnessed one of two events that happened to form a set-subset relationship (e.g., a girl colored some/all of the star). Under these conditions, 4-year-olds were able to match *some* and *all* statements to appropriate observers (with only a marginal advantage of strong over weak trials). We conclude that 4-year-old children are capable of distinguishing between more and less informative statements but the ability to link these statements to agents’ mental states
develops with age. The fact that 4-year-olds’ performance improved in both weak and strong trials compared to Experiment 1 lends further support to the conclusion that children of this age have difficulties with taking the epistemic stance in our task (as opposed to interpreting a specific type of quantifier).

Even more than the results from Experiment 1, the 4-year-olds’ success in Experiment 2a is striking in the context of prior reports of older preschoolers’ failure to derive scalar implicatures from weak statements (e.g., Barner et al., 2011; Guasti et al., 2005; Noveck, 2001; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003). Unlike Experiment 1, the present paradigm provides two distinct states of affairs – each accessed by a different observer - for children to choose from in interpreting a linguistic utterance. Crucially, unlike Experiment 1, each observer, holds a true belief that is also shared by the child.

Experiment 2b

Experiment 2b asked whether the difficulties faced by 4-year-olds in Experiment 1 would persist if the linguistic stimuli were replaced by non-linguistic, but still representational, stimuli that could be perceived as clues to the observers’ mental states. The epistemic hypothesis expects that, to the extent that the task continues to require children to ‘take the epistemic step’, 4-year-olds should still have difficulties in matching stimuli to observers. The lexical hypothesis, however, leaves it open for children to perform better, since the main source of children’s difficulty (incompletely acquired linguistic-scalar items) is now removed.
Experiment 2b was identical to Experiment 1 with the exception of the test prompts. Recall that the prompts in Experiment 1 were weak and strong scalar statements (e.g., “The girl colored some/all of the star”, “The girl drew a cloud/an ice cream”) that had to be attributed to a speaker in response to the question “Who said that?” In Experiment 2b, these statements were replaced with the corresponding pictures taken from the videos (e.g., a picture of a partly/completely colored star, a picture of a cloud/an ice cream) that had to be attributed to an observer in response to the question “Who saw that?”

As in Experiment 1, to answer correctly, children had to take into account what each observer saw (and hence knew), rather than what they themselves had seen. For the ‘strong’ pictures, there was a straightforward mapping to the fully informed observer. But for the ‘weak’ pictures, children had to determine on pragmatic grounds that such pictures would be underinformative representations of the knowledge state of the observer with full access to the event (and had to therefore assign them to the observer with partial access). Just like utterances, pictures are representations and may be more or less informative with respect to the state of affairs they encode. Notice that the weak pictures, similarly to the weak statements in Experiment 1, do not exclude the complete event in a definitive way (e.g., saying that the picture where some of the star has been colored represents what someone saw does not exclude the possibility that the person actually saw that all of the star has been colored.) Just like a weak scalar statement, the picture of a partly colored star does represent what the fully informed participant saw – but it does not represent everything that the fully informed participant saw.

Method
Participants

Twenty-six 4-year-olds (mean age: 4;7, range: 4;2 to 4;11; 13 female) participated. Children were recruited from Newark (DE) preschools. None of the children had participated in the earlier experiments. We also tested a control group of 12 adults (7 female) that were undergraduate students at the University of Delaware attending Introductory Psychology classes. None of them had participated in Experiment 1. Adults answered correctly 100% of the time and their results will not be discussed further.

Materials and Procedure

Materials and procedure were as in Experiment 1 with modifications only in the final test prompts. Recall that, in the earlier study, children were presented with 4 Quantity and 4 Transformation trials. In each trial, they watched two videos, each of which showed one of two twins performing a certain action while an observer (‘friend’) watched. In a typical Quantity trial, in one of the videos, one twin completed an action partway (e.g., colored some of the star) and then the ‘friend’/observer fell asleep. The twin then completed the action and concealed the result (e.g., colored all of the star and covered the drawing), and then woke the sleeping observer. In the other video, the other twin used an identical star and completed the whole action (e.g., colored all of the star) and then covered the drawing while the observer stayed awake. After each video was done, its final frame remained on the screen. Unlike Experiment 1, where children heard a statement and had to say who uttered it, in Experiment 2b the experimenter said, “One of the friends saw the girl do this to the star” - and presented a card with either a half-
colored or a fully colored star. The picture on the card was taken from the actual videos. Then children were asked, “Who saw this? Point to the friend who saw this.”

In the Transformation task, both of the ‘friends’/observers initially saw each twin make the same drawing (e.g., a cloud). In one video, the observer fell asleep after the initial drawing was completed and did not see the twin add to it to transform it into something else (e.g., an ice cream; see Figure 2). In the other video, the observer watched the initial drawing turn into something else. Unlike Experiment 1, the experimenter said, “One of the friends saw the girl draw this” - and presented a card with still photographs of either a cloud or an ice cream taken from the videos (see Figure 2). Then children were asked, “Who saw this? Point to the friend who saw this.”

As in Experiment 1, two pretest trials were shown in the beginning of each session. Recall that the pretests were designed in such a way that the observer who fell asleep saw an event that the always-awake observer did not (and vice versa). For example, in one of the videos of a pretest, one twin waved, then drew a picture; the observer only witnessed the waving event and then fell asleep. In the second video, the other twin drew a picture while the observer watched. Unlike Experiment 1, where participants heard a statement during the pretests, participants in Experiment 2b saw a card corresponding to one of the events (here, waiving or drawing) and had to match it to the right person. The card where the girl waived could only be attributed to the observer who fell asleep and the card where the girl drew a picture could only be attributed to the observer who stayed awake. Order of the characters that were the target of each pretest was counterbalanced. Assignment of card version to videos was also counterbalanced across participants. Feedback was given after each pretest (feedback for the weak trials included the phrase:
“She fell asleep, but she knew the answer!”). Less than one-fourth of the children made an error on one of the pretests and had to be corrected.

Also as in Experiment 1, two control questions (“Who fell asleep? Who didn’t fall asleep?”) followed presentation of the videos in all test and pretest trials. The character who would fall asleep always had a pillow that served as a visual reminder to the children. Children always gave correct answers to the control questions.

Results

Results from test trials are presented in Figure 4. Correct responses for the strong trials were defined as selections of the fully informed observer (i.e., the one who had witnessed all of the event in the Quantity task or the complete drawing in the Transformation task); correct responses for the weak trials were defined as selections of the partly-informed observer (i.e., the one who fell asleep and thus witnessed only some of the event in the Quantity task or part of the drawing in the Transformation task). The proportion of children’s correct responses on test trials was submitted to an ANOVA with Trial (Strong, Weak) and Task (Quantity, Transformation) as within-subjects variables. The ANOVA revealed no significant effects or interactions. Performance on strong trials differed significantly from chance ($t(25) = 2.60, p = .01$, two-tailed, $M = 65\%$) but performance on weak trials did not ($t(25) = .16, p = .87$, two-tailed, $M = 50\%$).

Comparison to Exp. 1. We compared 4-year-olds’ performance across Experiments 1 and 2b using a mixed ANOVA with Trial (Strong, Weak) and Task (Quantity, Transformation) as within-subjects factors and Experiment (1, 2b) as a between-subjects
factor. This analysis revealed only a marginal effect of Trial ($F(1, 56) = 3.16, p = .08$). There was no main effect of Experiment or interactions with that factor.

Discussion

Experiment 2b asked whether 4-year-olds’ ability to evaluate the informativeness of a representation extended beyond situations where children had to match a *sentence* to what an observer saw to situations where children had to match a *picture* to what an observer saw. We found that the pattern of results did not change from Experiment 1; overall, children’s performance was fairly weak. The present data complement the results from Experiment 2a and jointly point to the conclusion that the difficulty 4-year-olds face in Experiment 1 is not linked to the linguistic scalar expressions per se but to the epistemic requirements of the task.

General Discussion

In the present experiments we investigated the development of children’s pragmatic abilities. More concretely, we asked whether young children can generate conversational (scalar) implicatures from weak scalar statements (e.g., *The girl colored some of the stars*) and match those statements to speakers in accordance with the speakers’ epistemic state. Recall that, in order to compute a scalar implicature, children need to implicitly understand that an utterance contains as much true information as the speaker is epistemically capable of conveying (given what is relevant within the conversational
purposes). This ability requires sensitivity to a pragmatic mechanism that estimates expected levels of relevant information in a conversation, processes what the speaker says against these expectations, and assumes that, if what is said falls short of a stronger (and relevant) statement the speaker might have used, the reason must be that the speaker is not in an epistemic position to offer the stronger statement (see, e.g., Horn, 1972, for details).

Our basic experimental design (Experiment 1) involved two observers who had differential access to information: one observer had full access to an event (e.g., a person watched while a girl colored all of the star) while a second observer only had access to an event subpart (e.g., another person watched while another girl colored only some of the star; later – unbeknownst to the observer – all of the star was colored). Notice that the second observer’s access to the event was different from the child’s and had to be tracked separately. Children heard either a weak or a strong scalar statement describing what happened (e.g., *The girl colored some/all of the star*) and had to match it to the corresponding observer. According to the rationale of this paradigm, strong statements unambiguously belonged to the fully informed observer, whereas weak statements were logically attributable to either observer but pragmatically pointed to the observer who knew less (since these statements would have been underinformative/infelicitous if uttered by the fully informed observer).

Our results suggest that 5-year-old children were capable of inferring how much the speaker knows from the strength of a spoken utterance: children at this age understood that a strong statement needs to be attributed to the fully informed observer and also successfully attributed a weak statement to the observer with partial knowledge. Four-
year-olds, however, succeeded with strong trials but were not consistently accurate in linking weak statements with less-than-fully-informed speakers. There was no difference between logical/quantificational as opposed to ad hoc, contextual scales for either age group.

We next asked whether 4-year-olds’ fragile performance was due to the epistemic complexities of the task or the linguistic knowledge of scalars such as *some* and *all*. In Experiment 2a, we removed the requirement of tracking other cognizers’ perspectives as distinct from one’s own perspective and found that 4-year-olds’ performance improved considerably compared to Experiment 1. In Experiment 2b, we replaced the linguistic stimuli of Experiment 1 with non-linguistic (pictorial) stimuli and found that 4-year-olds performed similarly to Experiment 1. These two further manipulations show that 4-year-olds’ difficulties in our first study were linked to the complexity of mental state calculations and not to the linguistic stimuli themselves.

Together our findings make several novel contributions to the literature on pragmatic development and early perspective-taking. To begin with, the 5-year-olds’ behavior in Experiment 1 offers the first evidence in the literature that preschoolers are able to some degree to consult a speaker’s epistemic state when computing a scalar implicature and support rich, Gricean models of scalar implicature computation (cf. Horn, 1972; Sperber & Wilson, 1986; Grice, 1989; Carston, 1998; Sauerland, 2004, 2012; Geurts, 2010, among others). Furthermore, the 5-year-olds’ performance in Experiment 1 (as well as the 4-year-olds’ success in the simpler epistemic context of Experiment 2a) differs from several prior studies showing that children of this age have difficulty with pragmatic inferences, especially the computation of scalar implicatures. In many of these studies,
children’s sensitivity to pragmatic inference was measured by the ability to reject underinformative utterances offered either by the experimenter (Noveck, 2001; Guasti et al., 2005) or by a speaker known to be incompetent (e.g., a ‘silly puppet’; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; Katsos & Bishop, 2011). Our paradigm differed from this earlier work in two key respects. First, our task did not involve explicit judgment of linguistic utterances: rather than ask children to point out the infelicity of weak scalar statements when uttered by fully informed speakers, we simply asked children to match scalar statements to speakers depending on the speakers’ knowledge state. Second, and most importantly, the use of a weaker statement was motivated by the fact that the speaker’s knowledge state did not warrant the stronger statement. We believe that these novel features of our study enabled 5-year-olds to perform systematically above chance in calculating scalar implicatures from weak scalar statements in Experiment 1. The success of the 5-year-olds in our studies is consistent with and extends prior results that show early sensitivity to the pragmatics of scalar terms to be context- and task-dependent (Noveck, 2001; Guasti et al., 2005; Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; Pouscoulous et al., 2005; Katsos & Bishop, 2011).

The same findings are also significant in the context of broader debates about children’s early communication skills by showing that young children are sensitive to social pragmatic reasoning in calculating speaker meaning. In this sense, they are consistent with evidence demonstrating, among other things, that preschoolers consult a speaker’s knowledge when learning a novel word (Sabbagh & Baldwin, 2001; Papafragou, Fairchild, Cohen & Friedberg, in press), and take into account their interlocutors’ perspective during on-line reference assignment (Nadig & Sedivy, 2002).
Despite the above-chance performance of 5-year-olds in Experiment 1, our findings strongly suggest that the ability to link utterance content and speaker knowledge undergoes considerable development. This is highlighted by the fact that even 5-year-olds make many errors in the scalar implicature task of Experiment 1. Furthermore, 4-year-olds fail at consulting speaker knowledge when computing scalar inferences in Experiment 1 and also have difficulty evaluating the appropriateness of a non-linguistic stimulus with respect to what someone knows in Experiment 2b.

Could there be alternative interpretations for the observed patterns in our data? One might hypothesize that children’s difficulty is caused by confusion over surface features of our task, such as the fact that one character falls asleep in Experiment 1 and 2b. We do not believe that having a character fall asleep posed any difficulty by itself. Children had no problem answering questions about who fell asleep and who did not; furthermore, children made appropriate selections of the character who fell asleep vs. the fully attentive observer in pretest trials.

Another possibility is that children might have a slight overall bias to pick one video over the other for reasons unrelated to the task itself. Inspection of Figures 3 and 4 shows a numerical difference between strong and weak trials that could suggest a selection bias. However, statistical analysis shows no reliable effect of Trial in our experiments. Furthermore, given that both videos in Experiments 1 and 2b involve identical, completed events, and differ only in terms of the observers’ access to the events, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that children’s difficulties in our task are mostly related to epistemic factors that govern the use of scalars.
The epistemic limitations we have documented in Experiments 1 and 2b are reminiscent of other domains in which young children have been shown to have difficulty tracking mental-state content. For instance, 4-year-olds but not 5-year-olds are known to face difficulties in reasoning about others’ false beliefs, especially in tasks that involve overt verbal responses and complex perspective-tracking (Wellman et al., 2001). Four-year-olds, unlike older children, also tend to make errors when evaluating whether and how others have gained knowledge after a certain experience (e.g., Sodian & Wimmer, 1987; Pillow, Hill, Boyce, & Stein, 2000). And even 5-year-olds have difficulty recognizing epistemic uncertainty: for instance, faced with an uncertain outcome, they tend to commit to a possible conclusion before decisive evidence is available (Acredolo & Horobin, 1987; Klahr & Chen, 2003; Robinson, Rowley, Beck, Carroll & Apperly, 2006). In these other domains, as in our own data, the question arises as to whether early failures with perspective-taking are due to conceptual immaturity or to the specific perspective-taking requirements of sometimes complex tasks. At least in the domain of false-belief reasoning, recent evidence seems to favor the second possibility: for instance, several studies have uncovered early sensitivity to false beliefs using implicit measures with infants or toddlers (Buttelmann, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2009; Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Surian, Caldi & Sperber, 2007; see Baillargeon, Scott & He, 2010, for a review) or less taxing perspective-taking tasks with young preschoolers (Rubio-Fernández & Geurts, 2013; see also Robinson & Whitcombe, 2003, for related evidence in the area of monitoring knowledge sources).

Our findings and those sketched above raise the possibility that other, potentially more streamlined ways of investigating sensitivity to speaker knowledge might lead 4-year-
olds to succeed in both the linguistic (Exp.1) and the non-linguistic (Exp.2b) version of our basic paradigm. Recall that this paradigm involved watching two stories, each of which involved two characters (the agent and the observer). Because of the demands of following the unfolding action performed by the agent, it is possible that children’s tracking of the observer’s perspective within each story was disrupted (see also Rubio-Fernández & Geurts, 2013). Furthermore, our paradigm relied on false belief contexts to investigate young children’s awareness of the knowledge states of others. Such contexts are only a subset of the situations in which what a character knows might diverge from what the child knows, and different ways of implementing a mismatch between what the child knows and what the observer knows might yield different results. Further research is required to throw light on the mechanisms whereby young learners ultimately fine-tune their calculations of others’ mental states and connect these calculations to speakers’ word choices when drawing pragmatic inferences in communication.
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Table 1. Stimulus list for Experiment 1. Each numbered stimulus corresponds to a pair of videos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity task</th>
<th>Transformation task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. coloring some/all of the star</td>
<td>1. drawing a cloud/an ice cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. drinking some/all of the juice</td>
<td>2. drawing a banana/a face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. eating some/all of the cookie</td>
<td>3. drawing a beach ball/a pumpkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. filling some/all of the jar with candy</td>
<td>4. drawing a triangle/a tree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Panels 1-4 show critical points in the two videos for a sample Quantity trial in Experiment 1. In the video on the left, one of the twins colors a star partway and pauses briefly; the ‘friend’ stretches, yawns and falls asleep; then the twin goes on to color all of the star and covers the result of her action before she wakes the friend. In the video on the right, the other twin performs the same action but the ‘friend’ remains awake throughout.

Figure 2. Panels 1-4 show critical points in the two videos for a sample Transformation trial in Experiment 1. In the video on the left, one of the twins draws a cloud and pauses briefly; the ‘friend’ stretches, yawns and falls asleep; then the twin goes on to turn the cloud into an ice cream cone and covers the result of her action before she wakes the friend. In the video on the right, the other twin performs the same action but the ‘friend’ remains awake throughout.
Figure 3. Four- and five-year-olds’ performance in Experiment 1. Error bars depict standard error.

Figure 4. Four-year-olds’ performance in Experiments 2a and 2b. Error bars depict standard error.